Abstract The article explores-from a utility/adaptation perspective-the role of prototype and exemplar processes in categorization. The author surveys important category tasks within the categorization literature from the perspective of the optimality of applying prototype and exemplar processes. Formal simulations reveal that organisms will often (not always!) receive more useful signals about category belongingness if they average their exemplar experience into a prototype and use this as the comparative standard for categorization. This survey then provides the theoretical context for considering the evolution of cognitive systems for categorization. In the article's final sections, the author reviews recent research on the performance of nonhuman primates and humans in the tasks analyzed in the article. Diverse species share operating principles, default commitments, and processing weaknesses in categorization. From these commonalities, it may be possible to infer some properties of the categorization ecology these species generally experienced during cognitive evolution.
Introduction
Categorization is a focus of human and animal research because it is an essential cognitive function (e.g., Ashby & Maddox, 2005; Brooks, 1978; Feldman, 2000; Hampton, 2010; Jitsumori, 1996; Kemler Nelson, 1984; Knowlton & Squire, 1993; Lazareva & Wasserman, 2010; Lea & Wills, 2008; Malt, 1995; Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Murphy, 2003; Nosofsky, 1987; Pearce, 1994; Smith, Minda, & Washburn, 2004; Vauclair, 2002) . This article considers the utility that organisms derive from category knowledge and how the form of that knowledge affects the utility it confers.
Categorization could be important enough to receive redundant expression in cognition. When organisms must identify mates or caregivers, categorization would best have a particularizing emphasis that identifies individuals. In contrast, when organisms must identify a whole class of objects (e.g., a predator species), categorization would best have a generalizing emphasis that supports adaptive behavior toward all class members. Accordingly, there has been interest in the possibility that learners store category exemplars as individuated memory representations (e.g., Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Nosofsky, 1987) and in the possibility that learners average their exemplar experience to form a general category representation or prototype (Homa, Sterling, & Trepel, 1981; Reed, 1972; Smith & Minda, 2002) .
In fact, research has begun to document the trade-offs among processes in categorization, giving each their due. For example, different processes dominate categorization at early and late stages of learning (Cook & Smith, 2006; Reed, 1978; Smith, Chapman, & Redford, 2010; Smith & Minda, 1998; Wasserman, Kiedinger, & Bhatt, 1988) , when categories are small or large (Homa et al., 1981; , when categories are well or poorly structured (Blair & Homa, 2003; Smith, Murray, & Minda, 1997) , and when category rules are easy or difficult to verbalize (Ashby, Alfonso-Reese, Turken, & Waldron, 1998; Ashby & Maddox, 2010) . In the spirit of this balanced research literature, the present article shows that a prototype process sometimes fails disastrously, but other times brings performance benefits.
On the basis of extensive research like that just described, some theorists have adopted a multiple-systems theoretical perspective toward human categorization (Ashby & Maddox, 2010 , Erickson & Kruschke, 1998 Homa et al., 1981; Rosseel, 2002; Smith & Minda, 1998) , based on the idea that organisms have multiple categorization utilities that learn different distributional aspects of the environment. However, some still favor the goal to explain categorization broadly by assuming a unitary, exemplar-based process (e.g., Nosofsky & Johansen, 2000; Nosofsky, Little, Donkin, & Fific, 2011) . In some respects, this article supports the exemplar perspective by describing conditions under which that process would be highly adaptive.
The present article takes a distinctive approach toward the idea of multiple categorization processes. Previously, researchers asked what subjects do do as they learn categories. They asked which processing assumption predicted best a target performance, no matter how accurate that target performance was. To this end, they used formal models to fit humans' or animals' categorization data. In contrast, the present article explores what subjects should do as they learn categories. That is, I consider how subjects might glean from their category experience the clearest signals of category membership, the clearest bases for discriminating category members and nonmembers, and therefore the most efficient categorization as they navigate their worlds. To this end, I use formal models to evaluate how objectively, absolutely well the prototype or exemplar process can learn different category structures. This approach bears on which process is inherently optimal for performing different tasks. Briscoe and Feldman (2011) adopted a similar optimality approach. It is remarkable how little attention has been given to how well humans and animals perform in category tasks or to the strategies they should adopt to perform optimally.
The optimality approach complements the traditional fitting approach, rather than supplanting it. The two approaches pursue different theoretical goals to potentially different outcomes. For example, the fitting approach might show that subjects use exemplar processing in a task, even as the optimality approach showed that this strategy reduced absolute performance. In the present article, therefore, a prototype-process or exemplar-process advantage will not imply a fit advantage as the prototype or exemplar models fit data, but a performance advantage as the prototype and exemplar processes actually perform a category task.
Given this distinctive optimality approach, I will focus here on contrasting two categorization processes-exemplar and prototype processes-in an initial exploration of these issues. The prototype-exemplar debate has been highly influential within the categorization literature, and thus it makes for an apt case study. However, I emphasize that other processesespecially rule-based processes-have also been essential parts of the multiple-systems literature (Ashby & Maddox, 2010) . Going forward, parallel and equally important theoretical questions could be raised about the ecological optimality of these other processes. Indeed, some of these questions have begun to be addressed Smith, Beran, Crossley, Boomer, & Ashby, 2010; Smith et al., 2012) .
I proceed as follows. First, I analyze formally performance on a category task organized by family resemblance and prototypes. I evaluate through simulations how optimally humans or animals would perform in this task if they applied prototype or exemplar processes. Thus, I quantify the performance advantage achievable from matching correctly the categorization process to the category structure.
Second, I test the limits on this advantage from matching, by analyzing a task that presents the additional challenge of linear nonseparability as defined below. I evaluate again how prototype and exemplar processes would fare, now with simulations applied to prototype-exception category structures. Through this comparison, one can ask whether nonlinearity in category tasks affects the relative optimality of different categorization processes. The answer is surprising.
Third, I test the ultimate limits on the advantage from matching strategy to category structure, by analyzing a task that presents the ultimate nonlinearity challenge. I evaluate how prototype and exemplar processes would fare when applied to exclusive-or categories. These simulations represent a "win" for exemplar processing by identifying conditions that would make prototype processing distinctively nonoptimal.
These three category structures have influenced categorization research for decades. They have been essential in the field's important debates (prototypes-exemplars, linear-separability constraints, multiple systems, etc.). They span the field's history and theoretical approaches. They cover a range of degrees of linear separability. They resonate with recent cross-species research in categorization. For these reasons, they were good choices for exploring the general optimality of prototype and exemplar processes. This survey of category structures then provides the theoretical context for considering the evolution of cognitive systems for categorization.
The first consideration is that performance optimality could have fitness implications. The possibility of gains in foraging efficiency and predator avoidance could have exerted evolutionary pressure so that organisms developed well-tailored categorization systems for achieving these gains. It would be an important insight about the emergence of categorization systems if they have been adaptively tuned during cognitive evolution to the categorization ecologies within which they developed. Such evolutionary considerations have rarely been raised in the human literature. Indeed, anything regarding the relative fitness of different categorization processes has received scant attention, because in recent decades, human categorization was often conceptualized as a unitary system that did not comprise different processes.
The second consideration is that the category structures generally experienced during cognitive evolution could determine the answer to the fitness or tuning question. For example, this article will show that exemplar processes provide a strong optimality advantage in learning some category problems. If the natural ecology were suffused with these problems, there would have been strong evolutionary pressure toward the development of robust and sensitive exemplar processes. Different categorization ecologies might have exerted different evolutionary pressures. Thus, I suggest that the course of categorization's evolution could have been different and could be different for different species, depending on the underlying statistical properties of natural kinds.
Because this article may seem to challenge the field's dominant theoretical narrative, it is important to say that it does not matter which way this evolutionary tuning might go. If exemplar-privileged categories were dominant in nature, they would be the dominant force in shaping the evolution of cognitive systems for categorization. Or, if prototypeprivileged categories were dominant in nature, they would be the shaping force. Either dynamic would be profoundly interesting. Therefore, the theoretical approach and formal methods in this article are inherently neutral regarding either outcome, and I will deliberately demonstrate the advantage of both prototype and exemplar processes.
The third consideration is that the structure of cognitive systems for categorization might illuminate the statistical properties of natural kinds. For example, suppose one found that the categorization capabilities of a species were dominated by prototypebased processes that allow the efficient learning of family-resemblance categories. This could suggest that the species evolved and became adaptively tuned within an family-resemblance categorization ecology. This possible inference has also received scant attention in the human literature, for this reason: If one supposes that categorization is a unitary system able to learn different category structures equivalently well, there would be no adaptive tuning of process to structure and so nothing to infer.
Yet research is bringing this inference within reach. Later in the article, I will review recent research on the performance of nonhuman primates and humans in the tasks formally analyzed in this article. This research suggests that diverse species emphasized, during cognitive evolution, one set of operating principles and default commitments and one balance point among the processes they can bring to category tasks. From this balance point, one may be able to infer some properties of the categorization ecology these evolutionary lineages generally experienced.
Case 1: The family-resemblance categorization task Some categories are organized by family resemblance (e.g., Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Wittgenstein, 1953) . Family resemblance means that category members have variable and probabilistic similarity relationships. A pair of members will share some but not all features; the shared features will change from pair to pair. Family-resemblance categories also have a graded structurefrom typical, central category members out to atypical, peripheral members. The family-resemblance organization could be important for some species as they construct the behavioral equivalence classes appropriate for their environments. For example, thinking as monkeys for a moment, some of their important categoriesinsects, eagles, pythons, seeds, leopards, trees, nest sites, and so forth-do seem to have a family-resemblance structure. The family-resemblance (FR) task has been a dominant task in the research literatures on human and animal categorization for decades (Homa et al., 1981; Knowlton & Squire, 1993; Nosofsky & Zaki, 1998; Posner, Goldsmith, & Welton, 1967; Posner & Keele, 1968 , 1970 Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Smith, 2002; Smith, Redford, & Haas, 2008) . Figure 1a shows a two-dimensional FR task. Category A and B members, respectively, lie to the bottom-left and upper-right of the stimulus space. These categories are essentially linearly separable. One could draw a line through the stimulus space that would nearly partition the categories.
For the simulations, I generated an eight-dimensional FR category task as follows. Five hundred category A training exemplars were generated from the objective category prototype 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100. Each stimulus was created by subjecting the eight coordinates to a Gaussian transformation with standard deviation (SD) = 10. This approach reflected the common idea that the expression of traits is approximately Gaussian given multiple determinants. Five hundred category B training exemplars were generated similarly from the objective category prototype 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120. The category A and B exemplars, respectively, would lie in the bottom-left and upper-right of an eightdimensional stimulus space. Ashby (1992) and Ashby & Maddox (1990 endorsed the approach of using multivariate normal variation to build category structures that might be natural and ecological because they show continuous variation along their dimensions, show a unimodal distribution of values along their dimensions, and have indistinct category boundaries. In fact, this approach was central to the development of general recognition theory (Ashby & Gott, 1988) .
Exemplar processors in the simulations were given these 1,000 exemplars, stored whole and veridically. They could compare transfer items with the stored exemplars to evaluate category membership. Given 500 stored exemplars per category, exemplar processors had a rich basis for generalization. Prototype processors in the simulations were given the eightdimensional central tendencies of the 500 category A exemplars and 500 category B exemplars. They could compare transfer items with these two subjective prototypes to evaluate category membership. Given 500-exemplar averages for each category, prototype processors also had a rich basis for generalization.
In turn, I generated 500 category A transfer items from the objective prototype 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 and 500 category B transfer items from the objective prototype 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120. I estimated the proportion correct that exemplar and prototype processors would achieve on the transfer items, given their different category representations.
To make these comparisons, I incorporated exemplar and prototype models that were very carefully matched. They used the same distance inputs and the same similarity calculations, so that they differed only in their representational assumption. Therefore, they were perfect controls for one another. The two models had the same number of formal parameters, so that they were approximately equally powerful and agile mathematically. This is important because exemplar models are sometimes granted additional parameters to the point that they become mathematical abstractions and cease being psychological models (e.g., Ashby & Alfonso-Reese, 1995) .
1 All in all, the exemplar and prototype models used here represented one of the most important minimal pairs in the categorization literature (see Pothos & Wills, 2011 , for a description of these and other categorization models).
Within the exemplar model, performance on each transfer item was estimated as follows. First, I calculated the stimulus distance between the transfer item and each category A exemplar and category B exemplar. Distance was defined as the eight-dimensional Pythagorean distance between two stimuli. For example, the distance between the stimuli 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 and 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 was sqrt (8 * 400) = 56.57. Then, each distance (d) was transformed into a measure of psychological similarity (sim) by taking sim = e −sens x d . This transformation-using a sensitivity parameter (sens)-incorporated the common assumption that psychological similarity is an exponentially decaying function of increasing stimulus distance. The similarities of the transfer item to all 500 category A exemplars and, separately, to all 500 category B exemplars, were summed. The estimated performance of the simulated observer for each transfer item was finally given by
This category A response proportion directly gave the proportion correct the simulated observer would receive for In particular, the gamma parameter should not be added to exemplar models to increase their mathematical power. Gamma (derived by Ashby & Maddox, 1993 , to serve a specific mathematical purpose) was incorporated by exemplar theorists into their models as part of the process by which the defining assumptions of exemplar theory were relaxed to keep the exemplar model competitive. By these changes, the exemplar model began to lose its theoretical clarity (Maddox & Ashby, 1998) . The problem is that gamma can enormously increase the exemplar model's mathematical complexity (Myung, Pitt, & Navarro, 2007) so that it verges on being the powerful classifier commonly used by professional statisticians (Ashby & Alfonso-Reese, 1995) . Thus, the model becomes a mathematical abstraction that cannot be used to differentiate psychological theories. Gamma's purpose was to sharpen categorization profiles, producing higher highs and lower lows, but it does so for mathematical reasons that do not relate to human or animal psychology (Smith et al., 2008) . In addition, by this sharpening, gamma contradicts the fundamental character of exemplar-based geometries (Smith, 2002; : Exemplar categorization profiles are inherently homogeneous because of the softening tendencies of generalization to multiple exemplars. It has even been shown that gamma can let exemplar processes mimic prototype processes (Smith & Minda, 1998) . This representational entanglement is a serious problem when one is trying to differentiate these psychological processes. This assessment leads me to emphasize that this article is not about criticizing any theoretical approach. Exemplar theory as originally conceived is elegant and fascinating, and this article clearly grants that theory its domain of efficiency and optimality. This article is about considering prototype and exemplar processes from a perspective above them both, to analyze when they both may be adaptive. Yet it is important that processing models be instantiated in transparent, intuitive, and psychological ways, and gamma misses these marks. a category A transfer item, or the probability of correctly endorsing the category A transfer item into category A. That response proportion gave the proportional error rate for a category B transfer item. For category B items, the proportion correct was given by (1 − R CatA ). These procedures were characteristic of exemplar modeling as usually practiced.
The performance estimates made by the prototype model were nearly equivalent, except that, initially, I calculated the distance of each transfer item from the category A and category B subjective prototypes. These distances were transformed to similarities and then to estimates of correct category responses as already described. These procedures were characteristic of prototype modeling as usually practiced.
Results
I analyzed 100 runs of the simulation. In each run, a new set of 1,000 training exemplars and 1,000 transfer items was produced using the techniques already described. Across the 100 runs, the prototype and exemplar processes, respectively, achieved performance levels of .8414 (SD = .0033) and .8001 (SD = .0036), respectively, t (99) = 305.2, p = 2.5 × 10 -149 . The prototype-process advantage was present in all 100 runs, with scant variation, and averaged .0413. Figure 2a shows, for a representative run, the frequency with which transfer items were categorized correctly at different levels. The prototype process produced higher performance more frequently.
I tested the generality of this finding in several ways. First (Fig. 2b) , I varied the value of the standard-deviation valuegoverning the within-category spread of exemplars-from 0.8333 to 20.8333 in 25 steps (SD = Step/1.2). The value used in the representative simulation runs was 10.0. Figure 3a shows the stimulus space of the categories at Step = 1, to illustrate (compare Fig. 1a ) the range of category coherence that was achieved by varying the standard deviation in this way. Second (Fig. 2c ), I made sensitivity vary from 0.01 up to 0.25 in 25 steps (sens = Step/100), to explore the prototype-process advantage at different levels of underlying sensitivity for the categorizer. The value used in the representative simulation runs was 0.05. Third (Fig. 2d ), I made category separation vary in 25 steps from 2 at step 1 (eight objective prototype coordinates set at 109 and at 111) up to 50 at step 25 (eight objective prototype coordinates set at 85 and at 135). The value used in the representative simulation runs was 20. Figure 3b shows the stimulus space of the categories at Step = 25, to illustrate (compare Fig. 1a ) the range of separation between the categories that was achieved by varying the category separation in this way. One sees in Figs. 1a, 3a, and b that the analyses in the present article were broad-based and inclusive for considering FR categories across a wide range of category separations, or degree/strength of family resemblance.
Across these 75 simulation runs, there was always a performance advantage to the prototype process and never an exemplar-process advantage. The prototype advantage did grow small at the extremes of the ranges tested, where the performances approached floor or ceiling.
Limited exemplar experience
Organisms learning categories initially have limited exemplar experience. This raises the question of whether an organism should abstract the prototype for an FR category on the basis of limited exemplars. Premature prototype estimation might be poor and unwise. Instead, the organism would need to wait to amass exemplar experience, storing exemplars meanwhile. Then the organism would have to decide when to transition to the prototype. Thus, this transition would be messy, in the sense of being temporally dicey, decisionally complex, and adaptively indeterminate (with the prototype advantage only emerging through time).
The situation would be different, though, if the prototype advantage emerged immediately. Then there would be no waiting period before abstraction was viable and no decisional tipping point. FR categorization could become seamless in a representational and processing sense, because the organism could always be abstracting, always building the best category average possible.
To consider this case, I replicated the basic simulation 500 more times, but this time I made prototype and exemplar processes dependent on category A and B exemplar sets containing only 1, 2, and up to 500 training exemplars. Both categorizers were given the same amount of category information packaged differently-as an estimated prototype based on N exemplars or as N individuated exemplars. Figure 4a shows the performance of both processes, given 1-500 exemplars. The prototype advantage rose quickly to the level already reported. Figure 4b zooms in on the performance of both processes given 1-20 experienced exemplars. Prototype formation is immediately viable as an approach to category representation in FR category tasks. Even using the average of just 2 exemplars as a standard in categorization is better than using 2 exemplars separately as standards. The organism need not defer until a tipping point of exemplar experience is reached. It needs no decisional transition between strategies. The best approach in FR categorization tasks-from the beginning-is to form the best running average of exemplar experience one can. That strategy is applicable throughout the course of experience and learning.
This result also addresses the potential misconception that exemplar and prototype processes should converge as the exemplar set increases toward infinity. This is definitely not the case. Comparing to-be-categorized items with exemplars scattered in psychological space-even infinite numbers of exemplars-is inherently different (for mathematical and geometrical reasons discussed shortly) from comparing those items with the unitary, central prototype of the category's psychological space.
Additional modeling perspectives
To increase the generalizability of the claim about FR categories and the relative advantage of prototype and exemplar processes applied to them, I tested variants on the models that made different assumptions about attention and about the metric of psychological distance. First, I considered the unequal allocation of attention. So, I let the attention to the eight stimulus dimensions vary over four orders of magnitude from 0.04 up to 0.32-respectively, stimulus dimensions barely attended and barely affecting categorization and stimulus dimension sharply attended and dominantly affecting categorization. The attentional weights across the eight stimulus dimensions still summed to 1.0, presumed to be the limit of attention's capacity. Despite attention's allocation, there was still a robust prototype-process advantage. Across 100 runs of this selective-attention simulation, prototype and exemplar processes achieved proportions correct of .8486 and .8066, respectively, t (99) = 256.1, p = 8.2 × 10 -142 . Second, I restricted the breadth of attention until the models verged on using unidimensional rules. So, I modeled prototype-and exemplar-based performances when attention was restricted to eight, four, two, or only one stimulus dimension of the eight. Unattended dimensions made no contribution to the categorization decision. Despite attention's narrowing, there was still a robust prototype-process advantage, although narrowed attention reduced the amount of category-relevant information available and reduced overall performance. Across 400 runs of this attention-narrowing simulation (100 runs with eight-, four-, two-, and onedimensional attention), prototype categorizers achieved performance levels of .8416, .7641, .6979, and .6415, respectively. Exemplar categorizers achieved performance levels of . 8001, .7236, .6602, and .6070. Third, the simulations already reported had used the Euclidean psychological distance metric, appropriate if the stimulus dimensions were integral (i.e., selectively attended with difficulty). Now, I extended the simulation to include the city-block metric, appropriate for separable stimulus dimensions (i.e., selectively attended with ease). So, now I calculated interstimulus distance simply by summing up the eight dimensional distances between stimuli. Across 100 runs of this modeling system, prototype and exemplar processes achieved performance levels of .8597 and .8084, respectively. Fourth, the simulations already reported had used a multiplicative similarity calculation, in which the distance between a to-be-categorized item and a category representation (either prototype or exemplar) is converted into a psychological similarity scaled from 0 to 1.0 using an exponential-decay function governed by a sensitivity parameter. Another possibility was to incorporate the additive calculation, in which the exemplar-or prototype-based distances led directly to an estimate of performance level with no intervening similarity calculation. Accordingly, I instantiated an additive modeling system. Across 100 runs of this modeling system, the prototype and exemplar processes achieved performance levels of .7162 and .6489, respectively.
These diverse simulations show that the advantage accruing to the prototype process in FR categorization persists across different assumptions about attention and psychological distance. Now I will explain why-statistically and geometrically-the present results are fundamental, given FR categories organized around prototypes.
Discussion
It has been debated in cognitive science whether categorizers do sometimes use prototypes in FR category tasks (e.g., Nosofsky & Zaki, 1998; ). Here, I addressed the qualitatively different question of whether FR categorizers might be advantaged by using prototypes. Simulations showed that it was advantageous for organisms to blend their exemplar experience into the category prototype and use this representation as the standard for classifying transfer items. Remember that advantage here means improved levels of performance, not improved model-fitting closeness.
There are converging explanations for this advantage. First, FR category members are variations on the prototype theme. Therefore, a test item will differ from the prototype in one set of ways (i.e., in its nonprototypical idiosyncrasies). However, crucially, it will differ from stored exemplars in two sets of ways (its own idiosyncrasies and the exemplars' different The overall accuracy of the prototype and exemplar process for different numbers of experienced exemplars: a 1-500; b 1-20 idiosyncrasies). Thus, a test item will commonly be further from the category's exemplars than from the prototype, making the exemplars a weaker basis for generalization and transfer.
In addition, exemplars contain atypical features that are irrelevant to or misleading about the category decision. Then, the evidence base for a category endorsement is undercut because, when the exemplars are retrieved, the irrelevant features are retrieved, too, potentially misdirecting the category decision. In a sense, an item-to-exemplar comparison compares the item with a signal-plus-noise bundle. The item, even if a category member, will not match the noise, and it will, therefore, relate less strongly to the exemplar. In contrast, the prototype contains no extraneous features, and so the signal supporting correct categorization can be stronger and clearer, as reflected in Fig. 2a 's histogram. In this case, the item is compared with pure signal. Now one might suppose that the comparisons with the signal-noise bundles would work out because one is comparing with many stored exemplars. Wouldn't the noise components cancel out and even out in the end? This is a crucial potential misunderstanding to fend off. The exemplar model includes the combined signal-noise for each stored exemplar every time. Each of these comparisons thus produces a weaker similarity signal. Then the model averages over these weaker similarity signals, but at this point, it is too late to remove the noise components, and the average similarity signal will be weaker, too. In contrast, the prototype model drops away the noise components as the prototype is stored. Then, to-be-categorized items are compared with a signalful, noiseless category representation. Now, the noise has been removed from the comparison (except the idiosyncratic information in the to-becategorized item), and the similarity signal can be stronger. Briscoe and Feldman (2011) gave a related perspective on the prototype-process advantage. They discussed how the exemplar model may sometimes overcommit to exemplar experience. It may store information in too much detail and at the wrong grain for generalization to new tokens. Their perspective is similar to the signal-detection perspective, given earlier, on exemplar strategies. Note that the need for generalization to novel tokens is frequently required in nature, as when, for example, consumed prey items have no way to appear again as exemplars in the environment. If a predator's prey-selection system seized too narrowly on one phenotype (e.g., the seasonal phenotype of white hares in winter), this could present serious transfer problems.
Geometrically, one sees in Fig. 1a that the exemplars of an FR category are spread out in psychological space around the prototype. A to-be-categorized item cannot be close to all of a category's stored exemplars at once. It will always be close to some but far from others. Its exemplar-based categorybelongingness signal will arise from a mix of near and far comparisons (or strong and weak similarities). This mix will produce a middling category signal that cannot get very strong no matter how close the item is to the center of the category. In contrast, a test item can get indefinitely close to the prototype because, geometrically, the prototype lies at an approachable, singular place in the category space (the center). Thus, the test item can be close to all the category information, and the categorization signal can grow indefinitely strong. Systematic psychophysical-scaling research spanning 35 years has confirmed these descriptions of the geometrical properties of exemplar-based and prototype-based stimulus comparisons (Posner et al., 1967; Smith, 2002; .
Accordingly, one sees that the prototype advantage for FR categories is deeply grounded in the geometry of stimulus spaces and the mathematics of prototype and exemplar comparisons. The models only let the geometry flow through up to the level of predicted performance, using their transformations of stimulus differences into distances, distances into similarities, and similarities into predicted performance levels. The models do not alter that geometry or change its consequences.
The prototype advantage for FR categories would apply not only in simulations, but also as organisms solve FR category problems in their natural ecologies. The prototype advantage would be inherently, latently there-as an invariant or affordance, in Gibson's (1979) terminology-for organisms prepared to take advantage of it. They would only need a cognitive mechanism for averaging over exemplar experience to grant themselves a stronger signal for FR categorization. Below, I will consider whether organisms do have this mechanism. For now, the simulations suggest why they might, depending on how prevalent the family-resemblance principle is in the natural world.
Case 2: The prototype-exception categorization task However, family resemblance is just one organizing principle for categories. Categories can also include exception items, logically disjoint category subclusters, and other elements that introduce nonlinearity into categorization. Accordingly, I consider now the nonlinearity created by giving categories perceptually misleading exception items. The prototype-exception category structure has also been a dominant task in the recent research literature (Blair & Homa, 2001; Cook & Smith, 2006; Nosofsky & Johansen, 2000; Smith & Minda, 1998; Smith et al., 1997) . It has been important for asking how particularly participants can remember individual exemplars and make correct but nonintuitive categorization responses toward them. It has figured prominently in the prototype-exemplar debate and in the debate over whether categorizers operate with a linear-separability constraint. Figure 1b depicts a two-dimensional prototype-exception category structure. Many category A members lie to the bottomleft of the stimulus space. But some lie, confuseably, in the upper right of the stimulus space and deceptively seem to be category B members. Category B members are positioned analogously. These categories are not linearly separable. One could not draw a line through the stimulus space that would adequately partition the members of the two categories.
In the prototype-exception simulations, the 500 category A training exemplars and transfer items comprised 333 stimuli generated from the category subprototype 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 and 167 stimuli generated from the category subprototype 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120. The category B stimuli were distributed oppositely. The transfer items were generated identically. Exemplar processors used the 1,000 training exemplars as the comparative standards for categorization. Prototype processors used the eight-dimensional averages of the 500 category A exemplars and 500 category B exemplars. These averages were displaced by the exception items, so that the eight coordinates for the subjective category A and category B prototypes were around 107 and 113, respectively. Now, one can evaluate the performance effect of making comparisons back to exceptional exemplars or back to prototypes that incorporate the information from exceptional exemplars. The performance levels achieved by both processes were found using the equivalent exemplar and prototype models that were already described.
Results
Across 100 comparisons of the models, the prototype and exemplar processes achieved performance levels of .6497 (SD = .0024) and .5539 (SD = .0040), respectively, t (99) = 216.6, p = 1.3 × 10 -134 . The prototype-process advantage was always present and averaged .0958. Figure 5a shows, in one representative run, the frequency with which transfer items were classified correctly at different levels. The prototype process produces highly accurate categorization for the typical category A transfer items but fails spectacularly for the less frequent category A exception items. The exemplar process produces less-good performance and less-bad performance. Again, the prototype process produced a stronger categorymembership signal, here for the better (typical items) or worse (exception items).
I tested the breadth of this prototype advantage by varying, over 25 steps, the standard deviation value that controlled the within-category coherence (Fig. 5b) . the sensitivity of the simulated categorizers (Fig. 5c) , and the separation between categories in the stimulus space (Fig. 5d ). Across these 75 simulation runs, there was always a prototype-process advantage and never an exemplar-process advantage.
Discussion
Prototype-exception categories have been an important realization of nonlinearity in category tasks. One would have supposed that the prototype process would be disadvantaged in a task that presents exceptions that the prototype process is bound to miscategorize. One would have supposed that the exemplar process would be advantaged, because it would have stored exception items that it could refer back to in categorizing transfer exception items. Yet, not only was there still a pervasive prototype advantage in this case, the advantage was larger than for well-behaved FR categories.
To explain this phenomenon, I conducted additional analyses to "x-ray" the exemplar process. Its similarity comparison is exponential. Similarity decays rapidly with increasing stimulus distance. The close proximity between a transfer item and a stored representation can produce a similarity number so large that that comparison alone can capture and determine the category decision, outweighing other exemplars that make far smaller contributions to overall similarity. Therefore, the categorization decision can be derailed, for example, when a typical category A transfer item has close proximity to a stored category B exception. The prototype process is not subject to these decisional captures, because there are no comparisons with single stored items that could capture the decision. To the contrary, the prototypes, although sullied by the exceptions, are stable, similarity-comparison anchors. The simulations in case 2 widen the adaptive sphere of the prototype-processing advantage.
Case 3: The exclusive-or categorization task Toward finding the limit on the prototype-process advantage, case 3 considers exclusive-or categories that comprise logically disjoint category subgroups that no prototype can encompass. In Fig. 1c , category A members lie to the bottom-left and upper-right. Category B members lie to the bottom-right and upper-left. Neither category is perceptually coherent. No straight line through the stimulus space could partition these categories. They are profoundly linearly nonseparable. XOR categories have been crucial to the debates about prototypes and exemplars, linear-separability constraints in categorization, and rule-based systems of categorization that step in when categories lack perceptual coherence (Feldman, 2000; Nosofsky, Gluck, Palmeri, & McKinley, 1994; Smith, Coutinho, & Couchman, 2011; Smith et al., 2004) . XOR categories may provide the strongest evidence for exemplar-based categorization processes (Medin, Altom, Edelson, & Freko, 1982) .
In the XOR simulations, the 500 category A training exemplars and transfer items comprised 250 stimuli each generated from the category subprototypes 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 and 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120. The category B stimuli were generated from the category subprototypes 100 100 100 100 120 120 120 120 and 120 120 120 120 100 100 100 100. The transfer items were generated identically. Exemplar processors were given the 1,000 training exemplars as the comparative standards for categorization. Prototype processors were given the eight-dimensional average of the 500 category A exemplars and 500 category B exemplars. The performance levels for both processes were found using the equivalent exemplar and prototype models already described. Now, one can evaluate the effect of making comparisons back to exemplars that lie in disparate subclusters within the stimulus space or back to prototypes that have averaged across exemplars lying in disparate subclusters.
Results
Across 100 comparisons of the models, the prototype and exemplar processes, respectively, achieved performance levels of .5000 (SD = .0011) and .8620 (SD = .0055), respectively, t(99) = −638.6, p = 4.6 × 10 -181
. The exemplar advantage was present in all 100 runs and averaged .3620. Figure 6a shows, in one representative run, the frequency with which transfer items were classified correctly at different levels. The prototype process produced performance that hovered near chance levels.
I tested the breadth of this exemplar advantage by varying over 25 steps the standard deviation value that controlled the within-category coherence (Fig. 6b) , the sensitivity of the simulated categorizers (Fig. 6c) , and the separation between categories in the stimulus space (Fig. 6d) . Across these 75 simulation runs, there was always an exemplar-process advantage and never a prototype-process advantage.
Discussion
The exclusive-or simulations were important for several reasons. The exclusive-or task, so influential in the literature, was naturally included in this survey of important category structures. It was also important to explore the limits of the prototype advantage. It was important to show that the processing advantage can shift radically depending on the category problem presented. It was valuable, as a matter of theoretical balance, to present a complementary case (favoring the exemplar process) to the family-resemblance case (favoring the prototype process).
Nonetheless, the explanation for the results of the exclusive-or simulations is transparent. Averaging over the two subclusters in each category, the category A and category B subjective prototypes were almost identical and coincident in perceptual space. The prototype process had no representational basis for categorizing differentially, because its two category representations did Indeed, one might think this simulation was circular, because it took exemplar-privileged categories and confirmed the privilege. If this were just about a modeler choosing a category structure and a matching model by artifice, it would be circular. But the issue is deeper than that. If the natural world were suffused with exclusive-or categories and if species had responded to this fact with exemplar-emphasizing paths of cognitive evolution that let them learn adaptively, that tailoring of mind to natural structure would not be artifice, and it would not be circular. Thus, the exclusive-or simulations, like the family-resemblance simulations earlier, could provide an insight about the emergence of cognitive systems for categorization, depending on how prevalent the exclusive-or principle is within the natural world.
Once again, it is important to see that this article is not just another round in the prototype-exemplar debate. Its theoretical goals transcend that debate. Here, I am discussing the tuning of systems for categorization to the structure of the natural world-whatever the directionality of that tuning. Tuning is an equally important and interesting theoretical possibility whether exemplar processes or prototype processes are favored by that tuning, and the exclusive-or simulation makes this point clearly.
Interim summary
This article surveys influential category structures from the literature, by evaluating the relative optimality of prototype and exemplar processes applied to them. The FR structureacross a range of within-category similarity, observer sensitivity, and between-category separation-afforded about a 4 % prototype performance advantage. There was never an exemplar performance advantage.
The 4 % performance advantage is not small. This improved foraging efficiency could mean 120 additional mosquitoes nightly for an insectivorous bat or 34 additional nectar flowers daily for a honeybee. Moreover, it would need only a small increase in overall fitness for prototype abstraction to have become widespread in extant species, given the long and patient time frame of cognitive evolution. Fifty percent of mortality among vervet monkeys is caused by predation (e.g., eagles, leopards, pythons, baboons-all FR categories). Increasing predator avoidance and decreasing the false alarms that disrupt foraging would make life safer and more efficient. Indeed, predator categories are so crucial that vervets have developed calls to communicate about them (Cheney & Seyfarth, 1990) . It makes sense that they also would have evolved to represent these categories optimally.
This possibility gains in plausibility given the article's simulations with the prototype-exception category structure. Now there was a larger prototype advantage. There was never an exemplar advantage, although this task presented some nonlinearity that could have favored the exemplar process.
The article's simulations with the exclusive-or category structure finally eliminated the prototype advantage and produced, instead, a profoundly large exemplar advantage.
Given these results, one can frame important questions about the structure of natural categories and the evolution of cognitive systems for categorization. The principal question is about the relative frequencies of family-resemblance, prototype-exception, exclusive-or, and related kinds of category structures among biological kinds and other natural-kind categories.
One possible answer is that something like exclusive-or nonlinearity dominates the natural categorization ecology. Then, exemplar processing would be strongly advantageous, and there would have been an urgent adaptive pressure toward the inclusion of that process within animals' categorization systems. It might take only the occurrence of occasional exclusive-or categories in nature to justify a significant cognitive investment in a nonlinear categorization capability, because the large performance advantage each time would provide a significant fitness boost.
Another possible answer is that family resemblance dominates the natural categorization ecology. Then, prototype processes would be inherently advantageous in foraging and predator avoidance. This might have created an adaptive pressure toward the inclusion of prototype processes within animals' categorization systems. This adaptive pressure could operate even if the categorization ecology included some nonlinearity. For example, prototype-exception categories still afford a prototype-process advantage.
Categorization by nonhuman primates
To what extent have animals developed exemplar processes as part of their categorization system or invested in prototype processing? Research is beginning to answer these questions. In fact, there is an empirical confluence between studies of human and animal categorization. We know now how members of one nonhuman species process the three tasks that have influenced the human literature and, for this reason, were featured in this article's simulations. Animals' data patterns reveal their operating principles and default commitments in categorization and, perhaps also, the structure of the natural ecology within which their categorization capacity evolved.
Performance in family-resemblance tasks Smith et al. (2008) gave rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) the FR category structure that was the focus of this article's first simulations. They used the dot-distortion task that is commonly used with humans (Homa et al., 1981; Knowlton & Squire, 1993; Nosofsky & Zaki, 1998; Posner & Keele, 1968 , 1970 .
Macaques showed strong performance from the beginning of training-near 90 % correct on typical category members. They showed steep typicality gradients; that is, they endorsed items into the trained category much less strongly as those items had less strong similarity relationships within the category. These results suggest that FR tasks are natural and approachable for macaques. Figure 7 shows these typicality gradients and the ability of prototype and exemplar processes to reproduce them. The prototype model's predictions were so precise that its P symbols are difficult to discern. In contrast, the exemplar model mispredicted performance on all item types, and its indices of misfit were large. Smith et al. (2008) tested many variants of the exemplar model, but none of them let exemplar processes adequately reproduce the performance data. These results imply that macaques were averaging over their exemplar experience, to create for themselves a centroid within the exemplar spacea prototype of the dot-distortion category. They were then referring to-be-categorized items to this unitary, central prototype, instead of referring to-be-categorized items back to previously experienced whole, stored exemplars.
It is theoretically important that macaques brought to the FR task the prototype process that the present simulations confirm is advantageous, and not exemplar processing. Although the dotdistortion task used by Smith et al. (2008) is uniquely diagnostic of prototype processing, this conclusion dovetails with other findings of prototype-enhancement effects in animal categorization (Aydin & Pearce, 1994; Huber & Lenz, 1993; Jitsumori, 1996; von Fersen & Lea, 1990; White, Alsop, & Williams, 1993) . Performance in prototype-exception tasks gave macaques the prototype-exception task featured in this article's simulations and common in human studies (e.g., Blair & Homa, 2001; Cook & Smith, 2006; Smith & Minda, 1998; Smith et al., 1997) . Each category had a majority membership of six typical items with a strong FR structure and two exception items derived from the opposing category. The macaques completed more than 160,000 trials trying to master prototype-exception categories. Figure 8 shows their proportion correct on the typical (T) and exception (E) items by 64-trial block. Again, macaques categorized items related by family resemblance easily and naturally. They reached high performance levels on typical items. However, they exhibited remarkably weak and insensitive exemplar processing, as reflected in their learning of exceptions. One macaque never learned the exceptions, even after 12,000 trials in each of five prototype-exception tasks. Across these tasks, he received about 15,500 exception trials and 8,800 additional correction trials for errors made on those trials, to no avail. It would be hard for an animal to exhibit a weaker capacity for exemplar processing, for this animal was dealing with four specific exception items at a time, which repeated hundreds of times. The other macaques remained below chance on exceptions for thousands of trials. One animal produced the important result that he did systematically worse on exceptions the better he did on typical items; he was clearly responding to the familyresemblance gradients in the task. Nonetheless, these two macaques did both finally reach 70 %-80 % correct performance on exceptions, confirming that they had some capacity to finally treat individual category exceptions particularly.
These macaques revealed basic aspects of their categorylearning systems. They made a strong assumption about FR Smith et al., 2008) . The endorsement-level measure expresses how often different item types were accepted (endorsed) into the training category. Also shown is the average of the 10 best-fitting predicted profiles when the exemplar model (E) and prototype model (P) fit each macaque's 10 data sets individually. Fig. 8 a-c Three macaques' performance in the prototype-exception category task of . Curves T and E, respectively, show the proportion of correct responses made to the six typical items and two exception items in each training category structure entering these tasks, systematically misclassifying exceptions. They showed a strong linear-separability constraint in categorization that made it difficult to overcome this assumption and learn exceptions. This difficulty betrayed a weak and insensitive exemplar process, not the robust exemplar process one might see if nonlinearity characterized the categorization ecology. In short, here, too, macaques' categorization performance was shifted toward the family-resemblance, prototype-processing pole of functioning.
Performance in exclusive-or tasks gave 3 macaques the exclusive-or task that was the focus of this article's third set of simulations. Each macaque learned two-, three-, and four-dimensional exclusive-or categories for 5,760 trials. In each task, two dimensions instantiated the exclusive-or relation, and the remaining dimension(s) varied randomly, carrying no useful category information.
Macaques found the exclusive-or problems very difficult to learn. One must attribute this to the structure of the XOR categories, not to the unnaturalness of the stimulus domain. Previous research had confirmed that the stimulus materials used in these tasks were very approachable for macaques; they sometimes learned FR tasks constructed from these materials in fewer than 100 trials (Couchman et al., 2010) . However, for the exclusive-or categories, they had 22 %, 32 %, and 38 % error rates in the two-, three-, and four-dimensional tasks, respectively. They received 3,731, 5,452, and 6,608 20-s penalties. Even their terminal performance levels-.830, .764, and .656-were modest, although there were only 4, 8, or 16 stimuli to learn to classify and even though those stimuli repeated hundreds or thousands of times.
Here, too, macaques revealed a severe linear-separability constraint in the category structures they find easily learnable. The common assumption would be that exclusive-or performance is supported by exemplar processes. Adopting this assumption, one would conclude that macaques bring only insensitive exemplar processes to exclusive-or category learning. Clearly, they show nothing of the sophisticated exemplar processing one might expect to see if nonlinearity characterized the categorization ecology.
To be clear, the macaque results do evaluate negatively the power of macaques' exemplar processing in category tasks. However, this is neither a general rejection of exemplar processes in category learning (that might occur robustly in other species or in other situations) nor a critique of exemplar theory (that has its place within the multiple-systems theoretical perspective on categorization). Nonetheless, the weakness of macaques' exemplar process, their linearity-separability constraint, and their family-resemblance default assumption will be dominant factors in understanding the overall categorization competence of nonhuman primates.
Categorization by humans
Parallel research has shown how humans process the category structures featured in this article's simulations. Their data patterns may also reveal their operating principles and their default assumptions.
Family-resemblance category tasks
Humans, like macaques, learn FR tasks easily with few training trials (e.g., Knowlton & Squire, 1993; Reber, Stark, & Squire, 1998a, b; . Moreover, they show the steep typicality gradients that macaques do and that are diagnostic of prototype processing (Smith, 2002) . Figure 9 illustrates these typicality gradients. It also shows the success and failure, respectively, of the prototype (P) and exemplar (E) process in reproducing these gradients.
Although humans could apply a robust exemplar process to these tasks, they do not. The prototype process has precedence. This does not imply that the prototype process always has precedence for humans. Given different category structures that lack a strong FR structure, other processes might take precedence.
Prototype-exception category tasks
Humans also reveal the precedence of prototypes and a linearseparability constraint in prototype-exception tasks. Figure 10 shows humans' correct classification on typical (T) and exception (E) items . Humans initially misclassified the exception items systematically. Humans did not improve their exception-item performance at all until Humans' performance (black circles) in four family-resemblance category-learning studies (controls in Knowlton & Squire, 1993 ; people with amnesia in Knowlton & Squire, 1993 ; and the participants in Reber, Stark, & Squire, 1998a, b) . The endorsement-level measure expresses how often different item types were accepted (endorsed) into the training category. Also shown is the average of the four best-fitting predicted profiles when the exemplar model (E) and prototype model (P) fit individually these four data sets. completing 128 trials. They were unable to respond above chance on the exception items until after 304 trials. In all, the 40 humans made 3,488 (44 %) errors in category assignment on exception items, despite the deliberate correction procedure that followed each error. Thus, humans showed continuities with macaques in their prototype-exception performance. In another well-known example (Smith & Minda, 1998) , participants in prototype-exception tasks demonstrated large prototype-enhancement effects of about 15 %. They also performed far below chance on the exception items in the category, making errors on these items about 75 % of the time.
The prototype model captured this data pattern; the exemplar model could not. Blair and Homa (2001) contributed a strongly convergent finding. also showed that humans strongly prefer to spontaneously form linearly separable groupings or classifications. The precedence of prototype processing and the linearseparability constraint in categorization may extend back hundreds of millions of years in vertebrate evolution. Cook and Smith (2006) placed humans and pigeons in a prototype-exception task. Figure 11 shows the performance of both species during the early and later phases of category training. Early on, humans and pigeons (black circles) showed strong prototypeenhancement effects for prototype items and below-chance exception-item performance. A prototype model (squares) captured this data pattern; an exemplar model (triangles) could not: It underpredicted prototype performance and overpredicted exception-item performance. Later on, one sees that the data pattern for both species became friendlier to the exemplar perspective, a hint that humans and pigeons have processes waiting in the wings that let them manage nonlinear category structures.
Nonetheless, the early learning by both species is consistent only with a default commitment to family resemblance and linear separability as an organizing principle for categories. Remarkably, this default commitment evidently spans 150 million years of vertebrate evolution, and it could suggest that cognitive systems for categorization have become adaptively tuned to the general properties of categories in the natural world.
Exclusive-or category tasks
Finally, gave humans the same two-, three-, and four-dimensional exclusive-or tasks they gave macaques. In these three tasks, respectively, 2, 8, and 38 participants Humans' and pigeons' observed and predicted accuracy for prototypes, typical items, and exceptions during the early (top panels) and late (bottom panels) stages of learning within the prototype-exception task of Cook and Smith (2006 More evidence supporting humans' weak exemplar processing comes from humans' performance in other poorly structured category tasks. It is seldom appreciated how badly humans perform in tasks that afford exemplar processing but not prototype processing. As examples, 30 %, 36 %, 40 %, 60 %, 66 %, and 72 % of participants failed to reach criterion in various experiments in Medin and Schwanenflugel (1981) , Medin, Dewey, and Murphy (1983) , Medin and Smith (1981) , and Medin and Schaffer (1978) . Moreover, even learners had an asymptotic performance of about 80 %. This pervasive difficulty is probably explained only through the hypothesis that these tasks make humans operate outside their natural, family resemblance, linearly separable element, requiring them to bring to bear other processes (e.g., exemplar processes) that they can recruit only weakly and insensitively.
Perhaps the weakness of humans' exemplar system and their lack of tuning to the exemplar-process pole of categorization are not surprising because the fundamental roots of human categorization lie in primate categorization. However, in the present theoretical climate, this weakness is an important theoretical conclusion with many implications.
Conclusion
Over the past 3 decades, the categorization literature contained a dominant theoretical narrative. It emphasized humans' flexibility as categorizers: their ability to provide category structure from their own minds, their independence from category structure dictated perceptually, the flexible, knowledge-based cores of categories, the ad hoc occasional nature of categories, the importance of correlational information, and humans' comfort with nonlinear categories. This narrative included the suppositions that FR categories are not especially natural and not psychologically privileged, that organisms do not especially value coherent pools of perceptually similar items, and that animals' and humans' systems for category learning do not make an FR assumption or suffer a linear-separability constraint (e.g., Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Medin & Schwaneflugel, 1981; Medin, Wattenmaker, & Hampson, 1987; Nosofsky, 1986 Nosofsky, , 1992 Nosofsky & Johansen, 2000; Nosofsky et al., 2011; Stanton & Nosofsky, 2007) . This article's simulations, and the lines of research just summarized, suggest that it is time to consider a complementary narrative as follows.
The natural ecology may be suffused with FR categories organized around coherent similarity relationships. Ashby (1992) endorsed the idea that "the structure of many natural categories can be effectively modeled by the multivariate normal distribution" (p. 454).That is, many natural categories show continuous variation along their dimensions, have a symmetrical and unimodal distribution of values along those dimensions, are describable as being centered around the prototypical centroid of the category, have potential overlap with neighboring categories, and thus have indistinct category boundaries (see also Ashby & Maddox, 1990 . Fried and Holyoak (1984, p. 235 ; see also Flannagan, Fried, & Holyoak, 1986) suggested that normal distributions have particular ecological importance, especially given that many "basic-level categories seem to consist of a dense central region of typical instances, surrounded by sparser regions of atypical instances." "People may therefore expect new categories to be unimodal and to have roughly symmetrical density functions, which may be well approximated by multidimensional normal distributions." This expectation-by humans, macaques and pigeons-has been confirmed (Blair & Homa, 2001; Cook & Smith, 2006; Smith & Minda, 1998; Smith et al., 1997) . Palmeri and Nosofsky (2001, p. 198 ) also pointed out that FR categories may mimic the structure of many natural categories. Black (1954) argued that "if we examine instances of the application of any biological term, we shall find ranges, not classes-specimens (i.e., individuals or species) arranged according to the degree of their variation from certain typical or 'clear' cases" (p. 28).
Rosch is well known to have suggested that many naturalkind categories, especially those at the basic level, are overlapping bundles of probabilistic features, organized by family resemblance, with typicality gradients running from central, prototypical items out to peripheral, boundary items. Her extensive research also demonstrated that humans are responsive to these aspects of FR categories: in their naming, in their verification of category membership, in their typicality ratings, and in the developmental course of category learning (Mervis & Rosch, 1981; Rosch, 1973 Rosch, , 1975 Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976; Rosch, Simpson, & Miller, 1976) .
Ethnobiologists also emphasize that many biological kinds-especially taxa near the specificity level of the genus-represent natural groupings of organisms with salient clusters of correlated, probabilistic attributes that are separated in feature space from other groupings, just as instantiated in the present simulations. These biological categories are highly salient, highly privileged, and highly consensual among humans, across cultural groups and even across folk and formal taxonomic systems (e.g., Berlin, Breedlove, & Raven, 1973; Boster, 1987; Bulmer, 1970; Hunn, 1975; Waddy, 1988; see Malt, 1995 , for an extraordinary review of this extensive literature).
Therefore, contrary to the dominant theoretical narrative in the categorization literature, there may well be a privileged FR category structure underlying natural kinds.
In that case, FR categories may have played a significant role in categorization's evolution. The potential advantage from prototypes, demonstrated in this article's first and second group of simulations, has been present in FR category problems through the hundreds of millions of years that animals have confronted these problems. There has likely been a phylogeny-long, gentle pressure exerted toward the evolution in many species of a prototype-abstraction capability, so that prototype abstraction has been a common solution to the problem of FR categorization. This could be an example of an evolutionary tailoring phenomenon by which animals become more cognitively adept within their natural world (see also Shepard, 1987 Shepard, , 1994 Shepard, , 2001 ).
Ashby and Alfonso-Reese (1995) provided an additional reason why cognitive evolution might have progressed toward prototype processing. They analyzed categorization as a problem of estimating the statistical distribution of the category's exemplars. The hardest aspect of discovering category structure may lie in discovering the character of its underlying exemplar distribution. Given FR structure that kept repeating in nature, organisms would be advantaged if they became parametric categorizers that assume the structure of the next category. In this context, it is interesting that pigeons, macaques, and humans do make this kind of family-resemblance, linear-separability presumption entering category tasks. That assumption would leave the observer only needing to learn the central tendency and dimensional variances organizing the new category-an easier learning goal than discovering the next qualitatively unknown statistical distribution. Ashby and Alfonso-Reese further suggested that organisms might be tuned in this way because natural categories do have a repeating FR structure. Thus, organisms would reap the performance benefits described in this article. Briscoe and Feldman (2011; see also Feldman, 2003) took a similar approach. They described exemplar processes as highvariance-low-bias processes. They can embody very complex hypotheses, allowing exemplar models to fit disparate data patterns. However, exemplar processes may generalize poorly, because they overcommit to specifics based on the input patterns given them, and thus they may be poorly equipped to categorize novel tokens. In contrast, Briscoe and Feldman described prototype models as low-variance-high-bias processes. They entertain simple, inflexible hypotheses about a common conceptual form (the prototype). But these models may nonetheless generalize well if the structure they commit to is actually present within the category. Then, once again, they would reap the performance benefits described here. Briscoe and Feldman (2011) share a good deal with Ashby and Alfonso Reese (1995) in their description of the statistical commitments and performance affordances of the two processes. They share a good deal with this article in evaluating empirically how humans are tuned for categorization and how humans should be tuned. Between the lines in all three articles lie important questions about the evolutionary emergence of cognitive systems for categorization in the vertebrate line over half a billion years-its natural context, the pressures exerted by that context, the adaptive tuning caused by those pressures. These questions point to a broad area that deserves far more theoretical attention within categorization science.
In contrast to FR categories, the natural ecology appears to present few category problems that embody the exclusive-or relation or related kinds of nonlinearity. In considering the daily rounds of the primate species that I know the most about, I have not found any such category problems in their foraging or predator-avoidance lives (e.g., Cheney & Seyfarth, 1990) . That is, it seemingly never occurs that a preferred food source is dimorphic (producing palatable orange, three-lobed berries and palatable blue, four-lobed berries), whereas a to-beavoided food source is exclusively-or dimorphic (producing toxic orange, four-lobed berries and toxic blue, three-lobed berries). It is a graceful state of nature that the genetics of biological kinds-fruits, mates, and predators-creates wellbehaved FR categories, not exclusive-or double-crosses. Even in cases of species mimicry, the mimicry clearly lets one species benefit from another's linear separability constraint. It is adaptive to perceptually resemble the bark of a tree, because you will be less likely to be seen as a member of a prey-species category. It is adaptive to perceptually resemble a toxic moth or poisonous snake because it allows inclusion within an FR category that predators will avoid.
Consequently, there has been scant pressure toward the development of categorization processes that robustly address nonlinearities in categorization and, in particular, no large investment in the development of sensitive exemplar processes that could naturally serve that function. These aspects of animals' and humans' categorization systems remain weak and slow to learn, even on the extreme repetition of few exceptional items. Categorization in many vertebrate species is probably not tuned toward the nonlinear, exemplar-processing pole of functioning in category-learning tasks. I would suggest that this is because the natural ecology has not presented these kinds of category structures, or pressed for systems that manage these category structures well, or tuned organisms to manage those structures well.
An insightful reviewer's perspective strengthens this conclusion. He noted that logically, there are far more nonlinearly separable category structures that would favor exemplar processes than there are linearly separable category structures that would favor prototype processing. But the more this is true, the more telling it is that humans and animals are so poor with the exemplar strategy. For this suggests that the reviewer's important logical point does not extend to the structure of natural kinds. It suggests that human and animal forebears did not have deep experience with the broad range of nonlinear structures-despite their logical dominance-and that, instead, they had deep experience with the narrow range of prototype-privileged category structures, perhaps because these are naturally prevalent, although not logically dominant. In contrast, recent categorization research has focused selectively on nonlinear category structures that would favor exemplar processing (discussion in Feldman, 2003 Feldman, , 2004 Smith & Minda, 2000; Smith et al., 1997) . This divergence of the research laboratory from the natural world emphasizes once again the importance of the present article's evolutionary and fitness perspective.
In the end, the recent dominant theoretical narrative in human categorization research is undermined by an intuitive look at the natural world, by the macaque evidence, by the human evidence, even by the pigeon evidence, and by the evidence of formal simulations that show that prototypes would have a valuable role to fill in many cognitive systems. I recommend that the field give equal theoretical attention to the complementary theoretical narrative just outlined, which has many strengths. It is grounded in the categorization ecologies that animals may have experienced. It has phylogenetic breadth and evolutionary depth. It explains many aspects of categorization performance by humans, nonhuman primates, and probably vertebrates more broadly. It reveals important continuities in the categorization systems of humans and nonhumans. It accomplishes the constructive goal of integrating synergistically the human and animal research literatures on categorization. Finally, it points theory toward the important possibility that cognitive systems for categorization have been shaped and molded by the structure of the natural kinds in the natural world.
